
 

Kingsley Consulting’s Interview Advice 
 
Interviews can be scary things and for some people will be one of the most nerve racking things they will do, 
especially if you have never had one before either.  People get worried or nervous for various reasons and a lot of 
the time it is because of the unknown.  You may be thinking; 
 

 What are they going to ask me?  

 How am I going to respond?   

 Will they like me?  

 How many will be interviewing me and what will they be like? 

 I really, really want this job and don’t know what they want to see from me? 
 
Kingsley Consulting will always support everyone to our best ability in order to provide them with the very best 
chance of securing that position you are being interviewed for.  There are a number of things that you are able to 
do prior to your interview in order to prepare for it and help reduce any nerves you may have and give you a little 
more confidence in going into the interview itself.  You should also think about a number of points relating to the 
interview too with regards to; 
 

 How you dress for the interview 

 How to introduce yourself 

 What to take with you to the interview 
 
You should treat all interviews as being a formal interview and therefore ideally and if possible you should wear 
formal dress of shirt and tie, blouse, smart trousers or dress and if possible even a suit, in order to create the best 
impression.  If this is not possible for whatever reason then you should let us, your recruitment consultant who 
arranged the interview for you or the client directly that this is the case and the reasons for this so they are 
aware in advance.  If you require any reasonable adjustments to be made for your interview or at any other point 
during the entire recruitment process too, then you should also not be afraid to let us or the end employer know 
as soon as possible so we are able to make any necessary arrangements in advance. 
 
You should ensure that you arrive in time for the Interview and portray a professional manner throughout the 
entirety of the interview.  We have included a few tips and pointers to help you with the interview below along 
with some further interview question support for you to start thinking about preparing your own answers to the 
interviewers’ questions to you, that they may ask. 
 
Always remember; 
 

 Ensure you arrive in plenty of time for your interview, if possible do a dry run a couple of days prior to 
your interview to ensure you know where you are going and how to get there. 

 Dress for the job you are going for and create the best impression 

 A firm handshake when meeting your interviewer 

 Keep eye contact throughout the interview 

 Portray a professional manner at all times 

 Be positive and sell yourself 

 Make a point of talking about your strengths and what you are able to offer the company. 

 Ensure that you go with a list of questions to ask while you are there. 

 Take copies of documents that may help you in the interview or to give to your interviewers.  These 
could include, portfolio or examples of previous work you’ve completed, sales figures, written 
recommendations, projects or more. 

 
You will need to ensure you always take the following documentation with you and take your original copies of 
your; 

 CV 

 Any Industry certificates or qualifications you hold  

 Passport or full birth certificate 

 Driving Licence - both card and counterpart 

 Proof of NI Number (P60, P45 or letter from Inland Revenue) 

 Proof of Address (Bank Statement or Utility Bill dated within 3 months)  

 Any written references with you 
 

If there are ever any problems in being able to take any of the above along with you to the interview then again 
let Kingsley Consulting, your recruitment consultant or the company know. 
 



 
At Kingsley Consulting we will always speak to you on the morning of the interview or the day before to confirm 
your attendance and talk briefly through again the interview itself, to ensure you are as prepared as you can be 
and if you may have any final questions or required support prior to the interview. 
If you every have any problems attending the interview please contact Kingsley Consulting on 01327 227320, 
your Recruitment Consultant or if arranged directly, the Company themselves at the very earliest point.  This way 
times or dates may be able to be re arranged or if you were unable to attend or have changed your mind, your 
interview slot could be given to another individual.  It is always best to do this as opposed to just not turning up, 
as this will look to tarnish and damage your reputation and if a job or opportunity came up in the future with the 
same company that you wanted to go for again they may not wish to give you a chance for an interview again as 
you failed to show up to the last one, no matter how long ago it may have been. 
 
 
Interview Preparation 
 
As we have highlighted preparation before any interview is key for you to give you the very best chance to both 
secure the job for yourself and help eliminate any potential nerves prior to the interview.  In order to help you 
prepare there are a number of things you may want to do and here are some further pointers to help with this; 

Before the Interview  

1. Research the Company. 
Did you know that 47 percent of hiring managers have eliminated candidates after an interview because; Nearly 
half of professionals are going into interviews without having a well-formed understanding of the company and 
what they do. Take the time to do your homework on the company's website, blog, social channels, Glassdoor, 
and Wikipedia, and be sure to check out their competitors and make a mental list of what differentiates them. 

2. Find Out Who You're Interviewing with and Research Them, Too. 
With 43 percent of hiring managers reporting that cultural fit is the single most influential factor in determining 
which candidate gets the job, how you come across in your interview is a big deal. Based on your research and 
email conversations ahead of time, be sure you have as clear an idea as possible of how well you're going to 
relate with the people you're interviewing with, and prepare accordingly. 

3. Prepare Creative, Insightful Questions and Craft Your Personal Story. 
Sure, some of the standard questions like, "Where do you see the company in five years?" can be useful in some 
cases, but make sure that the act of asking them doesn't compromise your own credibility. Depending upon your 
potential role in the company, the person interviewing you likely doesn't want to hear you asking about what the 
day-to-day activities will be--they want to hire an expert in your field, so act like one. Be sure to refresh your 
memory on your most relevant recent experience and craft an engaging story that effectively communicates your 
employment journey. Focus on how your experience will benefit your potential new employer. 
 
 
During the Interview  
 
Here's an insightful statistic: Over 33 percent of hiring managers say they know within the first 90 seconds of an 
interview whether they'll make a job offer to the candidate. That makes your interview prep even more 
important. 

4. Dress for the Job. 
Should I wear a suit or play it more casual? The real answer is, it depends on the job you're interviewing for. If 
you're not dressed for the job you want, you're not doing yourself any favours. A whopping 70 percent of hiring 
managers say they've eliminated candidates after an interview because they were too fashionable or trendy. 
Don't be afraid to ask how you should dress ahead of your interview. 

5. Bring Two Extra Copies of Your CV. 
This sounds like a no-brainer, but I'm surprised at how many people show up to an interview without any copies 
of their résumé--leaving it to chance that the person they're meeting with was given a copy, or had the chance to 
research them beforehand. Plan for the need to have a résumé for every person you're meeting with and you'll 
never be caught off-guard. 

6. Perfect Your Handshake. 
Some 26 percent of hiring managers say they've eliminated candidates after an interview because their 
handshake was weak. Mastering the art of the perfect handshake is required homework before heading into an 
interview. 
 
 
 

http://www.inc.com/peter-economy/19-interesting-hiring-statistics-you-should-know.html
http://www.glassdoor.com/
http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/Cultural-fit
https://www.creativelive.com/courses/master-your-people-skills-vanessa-van-edwards?utm_campaign=guest-post&utm_content=ryanrobinson
http://www.business2community.com/human-resources/25-fun-facts-resumes-interviews-social-recruitment-0975676
http://blog.creativelive.com/best-interview-tips-body-language/?utm_campaign=guest-post&utm_content=ryanrobinson


 

7. Turn Your Phone Off and Arrive Five to 10 Minutes Early. 
It may seem like overkill with all of the options we have for silencing ringers and putting your phone on vibrate 
without actually turning the device off, but there's another reason you need to turn your phone off before an 
interview: so you won't be tempted to check it. You're at an interview for one purpose, and one purpose only: to 
land your dream job. Don't allow any distractions to creep in. 
Naturally, you don't want to arrive late to an interview. If you're running late, call ahead and be honest as to 
what's setting you back. Aim for showing up five to 10 minutes early, as anything earlier can really throw a 
wrench into a busy person's schedule if they feel that they need to accommodate your arrival. 

8. Use Confident Posture. 
Some 33 percent of hiring managers say they've eliminated candidates after an interview because of bad 
posture. As you're waiting in the lobby, standing, and walking around the office, be mindful of how your posture 
looks to the people around you. Are you slouching, or confidently arching your back? Take a launch stance while 
standing, and keep your back arched while sitting down for conversation. 

9. Use the Triple Nod When Listening. 
Some 38 percent of hiring managers say they've eliminated candidates after an interview because of a lack of 
smiling and engagement during conversation. With employers consistently citing having a positive attitude as 
one of the most important factors in choosing to hire one candidate over another, showing that you're excited 
and engaged while listening to your interviewer will go a long way in showing off your stellar people skills. 

10. Use Hand Gestures While Speaking. 
Within reason, utilizing a healthy amount of hand gestures to illustrate your points will significantly help 
reinforce your communication skills and show them your confidence in what you're saying. 

11. Maintain Eye Contact. 
Some 67 percent of hiring managers say they've eliminated candidates after an interview because they failed to 
make enough eye contact. This is a big one for me, too. I have a difficult time trusting someone who's constantly 
looking down or around the room instead of confidently communicating with me. According to many studies, 
people who have strong eye contact are perceived as being more persuasive, a necessary skill that every 
company places value on. 

12. Ask When to Expect a Decision and With Whom to Follow-Up. 
If you're interviewing with multiple people, be sure to ask the hiring manager (or last person you interview with) 
when you can expect to hear back on next steps. There's nothing worse than leaving an interview feeling left in 
the dark about when the company is looking to make a final decision. If you're paying close attention, how they 
respond will also tell you a lot about how they felt the interview went. 

13. If You Want the Job, Say So! 
Don't allow there to be any ambiguity about whether or not you actually want the job. If, by the end of your 
interview, you're still feeling excited about the opportunity and want to move forward with the company, you 
need to say it! Never leave anything up to chance with the interview process. 

After the Interview  

14. Send a Follow-Up Thank You Email. 
Before you go to bed on the date you had your interviews, be sure to send a brief, personalized thank you 
email to the recruiter you are dealing with or everyone you met with earlier in the day. Make sure to mention a 
small personal detail, mutual interest, or topic point you discussed with each person, and it'll solidify your great 
impression in their minds. Bonus points for sending a handwritten card, which has become a much-appreciated 
lost courtesy. 

15. Follow-Up If You Don't Hear Back Soon (One Week). 
If you don't hear back within four or five business days of your interview, it's completely acceptable to follow-up 
with either the person who's been your point of contact throughout the interview process or the hiring manager 
for the position. Keep the follow-up very short and seek to provide value, rather than coming across as pushy or 
as trying to nudge them toward making a decision. 
 
 
 
We hope that you find all of this helpful, however if you have any questions about anything at all or would like 
any further support, help or guidance then please do not hesitate to get in contact with one of our 
Recruitment Consultants at Kingsley Consulting on 01327 227320 who will be more than happy to help assist 
you in the very best way we can.   
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